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We introduce a new game called blockbusting and a generalization of 
“overheating” which solves this game precisely. We then exhibit a blockbusting- 
based strategy for playing sums and differences of many types of 2 x n and 3 x n 
domineering positions. We prove this strategy to be worthwhile under certain 
restrictive circumstances, and we then remove these restrictions and determine the 
values of certain variations of the 2 x n and 3 x n domineering games, as cataloged 
in Appendix A. Our formulas involving generalized overheating and heating give 
precise values for these games, even though these games have many descendant 
positions whose values remain unknown. Our formulas also give the values of other 
classes of 2 x n and 3 x n domineering games to within tiny-ish infinitesimals of 
known sign. Appendix B gives three such classes of games and a fourth (closely 
related) class for which the tempting conjectures fail. xc 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The reader of this paper is assumed to be familiar with the basic com- 
binatorial theory of finite, two-person, perfect information games, as 
expounded in [l, Part 1, pp. l-2531. The reader who has mastered that 
material may, if he wishes, skip the remainder of the Introduction and 
proceed to the following section. Another exposition, with more emphasis 
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on fundamental axioms and numbers, including transtinite numbers, may 
be found in [2]. 
We now present only a very cursory review to recall the terminology 
needed in this paper. This review is intended to be adequate for the game- 
playing enthusiast who has already mastered relevant concepts. The reader 
who yearns for axiomatic proofs will need to undertake an in-depth study 
of the two references, which provide more material than can normally be 
covered in a full semester graduate mathematics course. 
A game G is defined recursively as 
G= {GLIGR). 
The two players are called Left and Right. Here CL denotes a typical Left 
option and GR denotes a typical Right option (review [l, pages 32-373). 
Here CL may either be a single previously defined game, or a (possibly 
empty) set of such games. 
The most elementary game is { 1 }. Here the sets of Left and Right 
options are empty, and this game is called 0. The birthday of a game is the 
least nonnegative integer n such that no option of the game has birthday 
an. The game 0 has birthday 0. There are three games with birthday 1, 
namely, 
l={Ol), 
-l={lO>, 
* = {OIO}. 
There are four games with birthdays < 1. A game born on day <2 can 
have 24 possible sets of Left options, and 24 possible sets of Right options. 
Examples of such games include 
2= (0, ll,), 
t={oll), 
*2=(0,*/O,*}, 
t = ~ol*~~ 
&1=(11-l}. 
In the most elementary version of the theory, it is assumed that the 
players play alternately, and the loser of the game is the first player unable 
to make a legal move. In general, the set of all such games may be par- 
titioned into four outcome classes [ 1, p. 343, according as Left can win no 
matter who goes first, or Right can win no matter who goes first, or second 
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player can win, or first player can win. These classes are, respectively, 
defined as positive, negative, null, and fuzzy. 
The sum of two games G and H is defined as the game in which the 
mover can move on whichever single summand he selects, leaving the other 
summand unchanged: 
G+H=(GL+H,G+HLJGR+H,G+HR}. 
It is easily proved that a sum of positive games is positive, and that adding 
a null game to G does not change its outcome. The negative of a game G is 
defined as 
-G= { -GR( -GLJ. 
It is easily shown that G + (-G) is a null game. In accordance with the 
fact that “Left moving second can win unless (unless and only unless) 
Right moving first can win,” we might postulate that 
G 20, unlesss some GR60. 
However, a more concise set of axioms is obtained by replacing the 
previous G by G - H, obtaining 
Gaff, unlesss H >, some CR, or some HL >, G. 
It is then natural to say that G = H iff G > H and H B G. 
Inequality is transitive. If the assertion G < H is false, then we say that 
G % H. If both G >/ H are false, then we say that G $ H, meaing “G and H 
are not comparable,” or “G - H is fuzzy.” 
Numbers constitute a very important subset of games. The games - 1, 0, 
4, 1, 2 are numbers, and they satisfy the appropriate properties, such as 
f + 4 - 1 = 0. In general, if GL and GR are numbers, and if GL < GR, then G 
is the simplest number x, such that CL <x < GR. 
Simplicity of numbers may be defined as follows: integers are simpler 
than nonintegers, and in any interval including integers, the integer of least 
magnitude is simplest. The simplest number in an interval containing no 
integers is the fraction whose denominator is the smallest power of two. 
Thus, for example, 
1= (01) = (O(2) = {i)2} = {+I }, 
and 
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One might also define the complexity of G as the smallest birthday of any 
game equal to G and then define the simpler of two games as the one with 
smaller complexity. The integers n and --n turn out to be the largest and 
smallest games with birthday n. 
The large set of games which are not numbers includes several men- 
tioned above: *, * 2, j’, + 1. Some games which have nonnumber games as 
options turn out to be equal to numbers. For example, { t 1 + 1 } = 1. In 
general, if GL and GR are arbitrary games, and there is any number x such 
that 
then G is equal to the simplest such number x. Conversely, if G is a num- 
ber, then 
GL $ G 2s GR. 
It is informative to compare an arbitrary nonnumber game G with all 
real numbers. The results can be summarized by a confusion interval, whose 
endpoints are the unique numbers L(G) and R(G) with the property that if 
E is any positive number, no matter how small, then 
If L(G)-s>x>R(G)+s, then G $ x, 
If x>L(G)+s, then x> G, 
If R(G)-s>x, then G>x. 
The games mentioned above have these confusion intervals: 
L(*)=O, R(*)=O, 
L(* 2)=0, R(* 2)=0, 
L(f)=O, R(t)=@ 
L(&l)=l, R(kl)= -1. 
The endpoints of the confusion interval of G may be determined recursively 
as follows: If G is equal to a number x, then L(G) = R(G) =x else 
L(G)=yxR(GL) 
and 
R(G) = r$ L(GR). 
We call L(G) the left-stop of G, and R(G) the right-stop. 
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An infinitesimal is a game whose stops are both 0. The game r is a 
positive infinitesimal, and its negative is a negative infinitesimal. The game 
* is a fuzzy infinitesimal. If both stops of G are the same number x, then G 
is infinitesimally close to x, and we say the G= x-ish, or equivalently, 
G = Ish x. We thereby assign a precise meaning to the English suffix “ish.” 
For mnemonics we regard “ish” as an abbreviation of “infinitesimally 
shifted.” The game { 1 ( 1 = 1 + * is 1-ish. 
Arithmetic teachers have taught us to omit the implied plus sign between 
an integer and a proper fraction when written in that order. Game theorists 
find it convenient to extend that convention to infinitesimals, so that we 
write 
l*=l+* 
just as 
SimplifLng Games [ 1, pp. 62-651 
If G = {GL, GL’, . . . 1 GR} and GL > GL, then we say that Left’s option GL’ 
is dominated by the option GL. A dominated option can be deleted, and 
G= (GL, . ..IGR) 
where GR might obviously denote a set of games, although now GL is a 
specific option. 
A much more subtle simplification, known as the reversibility theorem, 
occurs if a Left option GL has any Right option GLR such that GLR d G. In 
this case, the option GL is reversible through GLR to its options, GLRL, and 
G = (GLRL, . . . 1 GR ). 
Dominated and reversible right options may be similarly defined. 
The positions of a game G are defined recursively as G, its options, and 
positions of its options. If no position of G contains any dominated option 
or any reversible move, then G is said to be in canonical form. Although we 
do not need that fact in this paper, it turns out that the canonical form is 
unique, and that the birthday of the canonical form of a finite game G is 
minimal among all games equal to G. 
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Incentives [ 1, p. 144, 246, 2491 
Corresponding to each Left option of G, there is a game CL - G, which 
we call a Left incentive of G. A Right incentive is a game of the form 
G-CR. 
THEOREM ON INCENTIVES. If G is a nonnumber in canonical form, then all 
its incentives exceed all negative numbers. 
Proof If not, let n be the least natural number such that 
CL-G++--” % 0. 
Then, from the definition of inequality, either 
Case 1. GLR-G++P<O, or 
Case 2. CL-GL’+2~“<0, or 
Case 3. GL-G+(2-“)R<0, whence n>O, and GL-G+2-(“P’)<0. 
In Case 1, GLR - G < 0, so Left’s move from G to CL is reversible, con- 
tradicting canonical form of G. In Case 2, CL < CL’, so Left’s move from G 
to CL is dominated by the move from G to CL, contradicting canonical 
form of G. Since G is in canonical form, Case 3 must hold for every Left 
follower of G. 
If G is not a number, then the endpoints of its confusion interval are 
defined by the conventional recursion for Left stops and Right stops, and G 
has a Left option such that 
L(G) = R(GL), a number 
whence for any positive number E, 
R(GL) - E < CL, and G-GL<2&. 
As this contradicts Case 3, the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
We recall that if G is an integer in canonical form, then either its Left or 
Right incentive (or both) is empty (depending on whether G is negative, 
positive, or zero) and the other incentive is - 1. If G is a noninteger num- 
ber in canonical form, then its Left incentive and its Right incentive are 
equal to a number of the form -2-“. Combining these facts with the 
previous theorem gives the following corollary [ 1, pp. 144, 1793: 
NUMBER AVOIDANCE THEOREM. Zf x is a number and G is not, then any 
player who has a winning option on (G + x) has a winning option of the form 
GL+x or GR+x. 
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We also have a directly analogous “integer avoidance theorem.” These 
avoidance theorems lead directly to the translation theorem [ 1, pp. 145, 
154, 1591: 
TRANSLATION THEOREM. Zf x is a number or integer but G is not, and 
G= {GLIGR), then x+G= {x+GL~x+GR}. 
The number avoidance theorems assure us that in an arbitrary sum of 
combinatorial games, both players will avoid moving on numbers as long 
as possible. We may therefore identify precisely the endgame of any well- 
played combinatorial game as the final stage of play, when all summands 
are numbers. Since numbers are very well understood, it is reasonable for 
good players to agree to refrain from playing the endgame, and to “stop 
play” when the value of the game first becomes a number. This number is 
called the “stopping value.” Evidently, it may be viewed as the game’s 
score. Left plays to maximize the stopping value, and Right plays to 
minimize it. 
Thanks to the number avoidance theorem, we are thus able to treat com- 
binatorial games whose outcomes are numerical scores with precisely the 
same theory that was developed for games in which the last mover wins. 
Good play for an appropriate “last-mover-wins” game evidently has two 
stages: a stage corresponding precisely to good play in a game with 
numerical scores, and then a number endgame. 
If L(G) > R(G), we call G a hot game. All of [ 1, Chapter 6, pp. 141-1821 
is devoted to the theory of hot games. There are various interpretations of 
hot games as games with stopping values, or scores [l, pp. 149, 167, 169, 
1821. The definitions and the solution of the game of blockbusting, which 
we will present in this paper, rely directly upon such an interpretation. 
When discussing hot games, it is convenient to omit all brackets and to 
rely instead on the use of multiple slashes to indicate precedence [ 1, 
p. 1271. Thus, instead of 
we write 
6 1141311121 -111 -71 -13. 
(The greater the number of slashes, the higher the precedence.) It is easy to 
verify that the stops of this game are L(G)=4, R(G)= - 1. 
Much of [l, Chapter 63 is devoted to a particular homomorphism from 
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arbitrary games onto numbers. This mapping, which is called the mean 
value of a game, satisfies the conditions 
m(G+H)=m(G)+m(H). 
In particular 
where 
m(n.G)=n.m(G) 
n.G=G+G+ . . . +G. 
n times 
It usually happens that the length of the confusion interval of n . G is much 
smaller than n times the confusion interval of G. Indeed, it is frequently 
even less than the confusion interval of G. For example, in the game shown 
above, the mean value turns out to be - $, and m( 16. G) = - 8. In this 
case, from the confusion interval alone, we can deduce only that 
642 16.G> -16 
but the mean value tells us that 
m(16.G)z -8 
and from a modest amount of further investigation we can find that 
-52 16.G> -8. 
Games which have confusion intervals greater than a single number are 
called hot games. In [l, Chapter 61, a measure of temperature is quan- 
titatively defined, as is a cooling homomorphism, which reduces a hot 
game’s temperature until it becomes a number which is the game’s mean 
value. The effect of the cooling on the confusion interval is revealed in a 
diagram called the thermograph. 
The details of cooling and thermographs are not critical to this paper, 
because we are concerned only with the inverse of cooling, which is 
naturally called heating. Heating cannot be unique, because cooling reduces 
many different games to the same. For example, the games 
and 
H=6~~4(1~(I1~-2~~ -71-50 
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have the same confusion interval, the same mean, the same temperature, 
and the same thermograph. Yet G # H. 
Any operator whose action can be reversed by cooling is called a heating 
operator. A heating operator which changes numbers into hot games is 
called an ooerheating operator. It is traditional to denote such operators by 
integral signs. This emphasizes: 
(a) Linearity of the operator (a fact that is usually not a priori 
obvious). 
(b) The nonuniqueness of the result until one specifies additional 
parameters, called “limits.” 
The discrete nature of combinatorial game theory precludes any possibility 
of confusion; there is no other role for the j sign. The particular 
overheating operator that we introduce in this paper differs from the one 
used in [ 1, pp. 1701. The new operator is more general. It can be reduced 
to the overheating operator of [l] by an appropriate restriction on the 
limits, although the most interesting new results arise from abandoning 
such restrictions. 
Comment on Proofs 
The present paper provides explicit and precise solutions to a large and 
interesting subset of domineering positions. A few other classes of positions 
are solved to within “ish.” We also identify some other classes of positions 
which we consider promising candidates for further study, although 
solutions are not yet known, even to within “ish.” These results are detailed 
in the appendixes. 
En route to this destination, we introduce and solve several other classes 
of games, beginning with a new game called blockbusting, and continuing 
with several variations thereof. Blockbusting is much simpler than 
domineering. However, it turns out that an optimal blockbusting strategy 
is necessarily a crucial component of the optimum domineering strategy. 
The solution of blockbusting, like the solutions of many sequences of 
games [ 1, pp. 89-93, 1401, follows a pattern which, after some vagaries, 
becomes essentially periodic. 
The discovery of such a pattern may entail the computation of every 
single entry of a table presented in this paper. However, once one has 
computed that far, the proof that the observed pattern then continues 
forever is usually trivial [ 1, pp. 89-911. 
Although the proofs of such results entail substantial computation, they 
are nevertheless completely rigorous, or at least intended to be so. As in all 
mathematical papers, there are many potential hiding places for residual 
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“bugs”: the computations, the details of the proofs, the sketches of proofs, 
or even theorems taken from the references. Although such bugs typically 
have only very minor and very localized impacts, I welcome readers’ help 
in identifying and exterminating them. 
BLOCKBUSTING 
Blockbusting is a partizan game played on an n x 1 strip of squares by 
two players, called L and R (for Left and Right, or bLue and Red). The 
squares are called “parcels.” Each player, in turn, claims one previously 
unclaimed parcel and colors it with his color. The game ends when all par- 
cels have been colored, and the score is then equal to the number of parcel 
boundaries which have been colored blue on both sides. In other words, 
Left seeks to maximize the number of neighboring Left-Left pairs while 
Right seeks to minimize the same number. No points are awarded to either 
player for adjacent Right-Right pairs. 
In one interpretation, Left and Right may be viewed as rival real estate 
agents buying up all of the real estate parcels on a new street. Left is a 
segregationist who seeks to place his clients next to neighbors of his same 
color; Right is an integrationist who seeks to break up bLue-bLue 
neighbors. 
At a typical stage of play, the street is broken up into various sequences 
of available parcels, and each end of each such sequence is colored 
according to the color of the adjacent (colored) parcel. Thus, there are 
three types of available stretches of length n: LnL, LnR, and RnR. (The 
fourth type, RnL, is easily seen to be equal to LnR.) 
Following the standard techniques described in [ 1, Part I] we may view 
these positions as games which satisfy the recursions shown at the top of 
Table I. The scoring rule is embedded in the initial conditions. The solution 
to this recursion, for n < 7, is also shown in Table I. 
Heating and Overheating 
Heating and overheating are discussed in [l, Chapter 63. We now 
modify and extend those concepts slightly, as follows. Let G be a game 
whose canonical form is 
G= {GLIGR} 
then we define “G heated by t” as 
G, if G is a number, 
{t+J’GL( -t++‘GR}, otherwise. 
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TABLE I 
Exact Solutions of Blockbusting (n > 7) 
Initial conditions 
LOL=l; LOR=ROR=O 
Recursion 
For n>O. 
LnL={L(n-I-k)L+LkLIL(n-l-k)R+LkR}, O<k<n 
LnR={L(n-l-k)R+LkL(R(n-l-k)R+LkR}, O$k<n 
RnR={L(n-l-k)R+LkRIR(n-l-k)R+RkR}, O<k-cn 
Solutions 
n LnL LnR RnR 
0 1 0 0 
1 210 110 
2 1 211 I/* ; 
3 211 31211lw~ 110 
4 312111* 1 I*/* 
5 4lW*lll1 2/l l*l* 2*11*110 
6 2 2*)1* 1 
And for s z=- 0, we define “G overheated from s to t” as 
Gs=m- if G is an integer, 
{t+J:GLI -t+j;GR], otherwise. 
Since we have required G to be in canonical form, these heated versions 
of G are well defined even when G, s, and t are arbitrary games. However, 
our primary interest lies in the cases when “s” is a number, and when each 
of t and G is restricted to a number or a number plus star. Under such suf- 
ficiently restrictive circumstances, it is easy to verify two important proper- 
ties of the heating and overheating functions, namely, 
Linearity: 
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Independence of form: 
If G = ( HL 1 HR > (not necessarily in canonical form) and G is not 
a number, then 
Blockbusting Solved Explicitly 
The utility of these definitions is revealed in Table II, which shows the 
complete, exact solution of the game of blockbusting in terms of simpler 
games overheated from 1 to 1 *. The reader is invited to crosscheck that 
these expressions do indeed expand to the more explicit forms shown in 
Table I. For example, the value of L2R in Table II is given by 
I* i s $= 1 I’* (411) 
= I*+ 
i j  
,1’$11 -1*+ j,r* I} 
= l*+ i’*{011}~~-1*+1] 
i J 
={1*+jl*+jO,-1*+ j l}iI *] 
={l*+{l*I*}/l*) 
=2111/* 
and this agrees with the value of L2R in Table I. 
Evidently, 
LnL=n.* + x,, I 
LnR=n.*+ yn, I 
RnR=n.*+ z, 
s 
where x, = 1*, and all other x, y, and z are numbers as shown in Table II. 
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TABLE II 
Exact Solutions of Blockbusting (all n)“ 
n LnL LnR RnR 
0 
s 
1 
s 
0 
i 
0 
1 *+ I I* *+ I - 1 2 *+ I 0 
2 s 
1 
j 3 
;i 
s 
0 
3 s 1; s 
1 
*+ *+ - 
2 
4 s 1 
1 
2 
5 
3 
*+ s - 
4 
6 s 2 s s 1 
I *+ 2; 
s 
*+ 1 
s 
8 s 1; 
9 *+ 2; 
s 
10 s s 
11 *+ s 2 
n.*+ y. 
s 
n.*+ 
s 
in 
Nofe. f means ji’. 
’ Below the heavy line, period is 5 with saltus l*, which 
means that the equation G, + s = G, + l* holds for each of 
the sequences G, = LnL, or G, = LnR, or G, = RnR. 
582a/49 I-h 
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A Simpler Worthwhile Blockbusting Strategy 
Calculations using the recursions above are feasible, but relatively cum- 
bersome, because they effectively involve a search for the best Left move 
and the best Right move from every position. Calculations are much 
simpler if one starts with a particular strategy: 
STRATEGY A. 
1. Play next to a blue parcel if possible, else 
2. Play in the middle of R3R, else 
3. Play in such a way as to leave two empty squares between yourself 
and an R. 
We shall now show that this is a winning strategy for blockbusting, in 
the technical sense that on any parcel of arbitrary length, it always yields a 
worthwhile move (see [ 1, pp. 208-2111). To this end, we proceed as 
follows: 
1. Find the recursion for the values of a new game, in which the 
blockbusting rules are modified by an additional rule, which compels both 
players to follow the constraints of Strategy A. 
2. Solve the recursion, explicitly. 
3. Verify that this solution also solves the recursion for blockbusting. 
If we revise the rules of the game to require both players to follow 
Strategy A, then the recursions for x, y, and z simplify as shown in 
Table III, which also gives the solutions. 
Although we shall subsequently show such computations to be 
unnecessary, it is possible to construct the values for games x,, y,, z,, 
which appear under the overheating signs in Table II, from the following 
recursion, which may be derived from the overheating rule and the original 
recursive definition in LnL, LnR, and RnR given above. 
Numerical Recursion Related to Blockbusting 
xg = 1; y, = zo = 0, 
x,={max(x,-,-,+x,-l)lmin(y,_,-l+~j+l)}, 
k i 
yn = Imax (Yn-k-l 
k 
+Xk-l)(m,tn(zn-j-l +yj+l)), 
TABLE III 
Simplified Blockbusting Recursion Based on Strategy A 
x,=1, y” = io = 0; 
2, =z2 =o; 2) =$ 
x,={x,_,Jy,_,+l) forn>O 
.v, = {yn-llzn-, + 1) forn>O 
~~={4’~+,-+lz~-~+l} fornz3 
Values above heavy line 
prescribed by initial conditions 
Values below heavy line 
determined recursively 
6 2 1 
1 
8 
9 2; 2 
10 2; 2; 1; 
11 3 2; 2 
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It is now easily seen that x,, y,, and z, have period 5 and saltus 1. Except 
for x, =*, al! other values of x,, y,, and z, are numbers. These numbers 
are plotted as functions of n in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 
From Figs. l-3 it is relatively easy to prove that these x,, y,, and z, also 
satisfy the more complicated recursions presented earlier. In other words: 
On any single unbroken street, Strategy A always finds a 
worthwhile blockbusting move. 
When playing blockbusting on a sum of streets, one may need to examine 
the values tabulated in Table II in order to determine the piece wherein to 
make the next move. Once a proper piece has been so selected, Strategy A 
will specify a worthwhile move within that piece. 
2.5 
/ 
H- 
2.25 
1.25 
1 
.875 
.75 
.5 
0 
LOR LlR L2R L3R L4R L5R L6R L7R L8R L9R LlOR LIIR 
FIG. 1. Blockbusting LnR 
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3.5 
3.25 
3 
2.875 
2.5 
2.25 
2 
1 .I375 
1.75 
1.5 
1 
LOL LlL LZL L3L L4L L5L L6L L7L LBL L9LLlOLLllRLlPL 
FIG. 2. Blockbusting LnL. 
This completes our discussion and solution of elementary blockbusting. 
We now move on to consider a slightly more complex version of the game. 
Scaling 
As games involving real estate are affected by inflation, experienced 
players may be required to begin a new game with a new set of rules, in 
which the value of LOL is not longer 1, but is now redefined as some other 
number u. 
The solution is to replace the Note of Table II with 
s I 
u* 
means 
u 
Everything else remains unchanged. 
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ROR RIR RZR R3A R4R R~R R~A R7R R@.R R9RR10ARllRR12RR13R 
FIG. 3. Blockbusting RnR. 
Historical Comments 
According to Table II, the solutions of blockbusting with points 
measured in units of u are given by 
RnR=n.*+ j”*zn 
u 
When the unit u = 1, this gives 
which expresses the same answers, to within infinitesimals, in terms of the 
original definition of overheated numbers as used in [ 11. There are two 
primary advantages to ji* instead of Ii: Scaling becomes feasible. 
Infinitesimal shifting becomes unnecessary. 
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LI.-R 
R-R 
LcmnL 
L 
1 r! 
L L 
FIG. 4. Blockbusting on several streets in both directions. 
Blockbusting Sums and Differences 
The rules for conventional blockbusting are distinctly asymmetric; Left 
scores points but Right does not. The negative of a conventional 
blockbusting game need not be equal to any conventional blockbusting 
game. 
It is therefore natural to expand our view of the world into a second 
dimension. In addition to the old-fashioned east-west streets on which 
TABLE IV 
Values of Fig. 4 
I. 
Total = 2=2 
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bLue scores points by acquiring neighboring parcels, we also introduce a 
number of north-south streets where reverse segregation is the order of the 
day. On streets with this orientation, Right scores (negatively valued) 
points for acquiring adjacent parcels. Left attempts to block right from 
doing this, even though Left cannot score any points for himself on 
north-south streets. 
Figure 4 shows an example of a combined game containing both 
north-south and east-west components. The values of this game are 
evidently as shown in Table IV. 
DOMINEERING 
As described in Cl], Goran Andersson’s game of domineering may be 
played by two players on Cartesian boards of many sizes and shapes. At 
each turn, Left places a vertical domino onto the board and Right places a 
horizontal domino. The game ends when someone is unable to move. 
FIG. 5. A domineering path. 
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Although several large catalogs of domineering values may be found in 
[I], in this paper we need the values of only a few relatively simple 
positions, which can be derived from scratch. 
One sort of domineering position which can be analyzed in a 
straightforward manner is a path, such as shown in Fig. 5. The full path 
runs from A through T. Any single move breaks the path into two sub- 
paths, so that all possible positions are sums of subpaths. We may 
therefore obtain a complete analysis of this game by building a table of 
values of subpaths, as shown in Table V, which is computed by starting on 
the lettered diagonal and working northeastward, one diagonal at a time. 
After all other prior values which lie in the same row or column have been 
determined, the entry for the path CK is determined as shown in Table VI. 
To expedite calculations of further entries, it is helpful to construct 
Table VII, which is the reflection of Table V. Tables V and VII are exten- 
ded concurrently. One effective manual technique is to construct Table V 
on a transparency, which can then be overlayed atop Table VII. The 
overlaid columns corresponding to Table VI are shown in Table VIII. The 
TABLE VI 
Determination of Value of CK in Fig. 5 and Table V 
Left followers Right followers 
O+EK=O+l 
C+FK=O+; 
CD+GK=-l+O 
CEfHK=++; 
CF+IK=;fl 
CG+JK=l*+l 
CH+K=O+O 
c1+0= -a,0 
Max left follower = 3/4 Min right follower = 1 
CK= i 1 =f 
{II 
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TABLE VIII 
Abbreviation of Table VI 
Table VII Table V 
shaded rows are Right followers; the light rows are Left followers; the 
result of this calculation goes in the entry of Table V which is aligned with 
the box of Table VII, and it is then also copied into the corresponding 
position in Table VII. 
Letters such as K in the second to last row above are treated as 0, as are 
parenthesized zeros. In the left (Table VII) column, the blank entry in row 
2 just below the box (and just above the parenthesized zero) is an 
impossible move. 
3 x n Domineering 
We now describe a strategy for playing sums and differences of certain 
3 x n domineering positions with appropriate edge conditions, such as 
those shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 
We allow 3 x n odd domineering regions with Left dominoes in both 
northeast and northwest corners as in Fig. 7a. We also allow 3 x k 
domineering games in which a Left (vertical) domino is placed adjacent to 
one edge and a Right (horizontal) domino is placed in the middle row 
adjacent to the other edge, as in Figs. 7b and 7c. We also allow 3 x n even 
domineering games in which a Right domino is placed in the middle row 
adjacent to each edge, as in Fig. 7d. Finally, we also allow 3 x n even 
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a) 2n +2 b) 2n + 4 c) 2n 
1 
i..J 
+2 d 2n + 4 
FIG. 6. Nice NS boards 
domineering games in which a Left domino is placed along only one edge; 
these turn out to be equivalent to Fig. 7a. For example, 
Figures 7a, 7b, 712, and 7d are right-angle rotations of Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c, and 
6d, respectively. 
a) 
2n + 1 
2n + 3 
b) 
al + 3 
2n + 4 
2n + 2 
c) 
2n + 3 
d) 
2n + 4 
2n + 4 
FIG. 7. Nice EW boards. 
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Our Strategy for 3 x n Domineering 
We insist on playing “Left.” Our strategy for playing these domineering 
positions is based on blockbusting. We first define “parcels” on the 
domineering boards, and then play blockbusting on those parcels. Our 
definition of parcels is illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9. 
On horizontal boards, a “parcel” is defined as a “column,” but only 
alternate columns are defined as parcels. The parity of columns defined as 
parcels is chosen so as to include any vertical dominoes that may already 
be present as initial conditions along the edges of the board. Otherwise (on 
boards with initial horizontal dominoes at both edges) either parity of 
columns may be arbitrarily chosen as the parcels. 
On vertical boards, a “parcel” is defined as a pair of consecutive rows, 
and the parity is selected so that any vertical dominoes which are present 
as edge conditions lie in a single parcel. At the opposite edge, the last par- 
cel may contain an initially present horizontal domino, or, if the parity is 
Blockbusting - -x. 
I 
# Initial Left = 0 
# lnltial Right I 1 
al + 2 b) 
Blockbusting - -y. 
I Initial Left I 1 
# Initial Right I 0 
+2 
I Blockbusting - -x, 
2n # Initial Left = 0 
# Initial Right = 0 
Blockbusting - -y. 
# Initial Left = 1 
+ 4 # Initial Right = 1 
Blockbusting - -zn 
# Initial Left - 2 
+4 
# Initial Right E 0 
FIG. 8. Parcels defined for Fig. 6. 
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2n+1 - 
2n+3 - 
Blockbusting - x, 
# Initial Right =0 
# Unparceled initially empty cofs 
- # parceled init e. cob = 1 
Blockbusting - y, 
# Initial Right = 1 
# Unparceled initially empty cols 
- # parceled init e. cob = 1 
Blockbusting - J’~ 
# Initial Right = 1 
# Unparceled initially empty cols 
- # parceled init e. cob = 0 
Blockbusting-z, 
# Initial Right = 2 
# Unparceled initially empty cob 
- # parceled init e. cob = 0 
Blockbusting b z, 
# Initial Right =2 
# Unparceled initially empty cob 
- # parceled init e. cols = 1 
FIG. 9. Parcels defined for Fig. 7. 
different, this initial horizontal edge domino and the third (empty) square 
on that row may lie beyond the last parcel. In this case, we treat such a 
row as being “off the board” or “fictitious.” The empty square is harmless, 
as Right cannot move there, and Left’s strategy will ensure that he will not 
attempt to. The definition of parcels has the following effect: 
Every position into which Right can possibly place a domino 
intersects at most one parcel. 
Hence, there is no ambiguity in treating Right’s moves as plays in the 
blockbusting game. 
However, Right need not necessarily move onto an empty parcel. He 
might instead move into an already occupied parcel. We call such moves 
“redundant,” and treat them as a “pass” in the blockbusting game. We may 
view “redundancies” as weak Right moves of a particularly conspicuous 
type. 
Following our strategy, Left uses the blockbusting game to find a good 
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empty parcel in which to move. If the parcel is on a north-south street 
(corresponding to a vertical domineering board), Left places his domino on 
the center column of the parcel, changing 
m to EEI 
If the parcel is on an east-west street (corresponding to a horizontal 
domineering board), Left places his domino on the top of the column, 
changing 
Left follows our strategy until the blockbusting game is completely over, 
which means that no parcel on any of the domineering boards remains 
unoccupied. At this point, the value of the domineering game may still not 
be a number, but we are nevertheless ready to stop play and exhibit a 
bound on the resulting endgame position. Under certain appropriate con- 
ditions, this bound turns out to be surprisingly tight (i.e., “exact”). 
We call all parcels on horizontal boards “horizontal parcels” or 
“east-west parcels.” Similarly, we use either of the terms “vertical parcels” 
or “north-south parcels” to describe parcels on vertical boards. After plays 
have been made, a parcel occupied by Left is called a “Left parcel”; a par- 
cel occupied by Right is called a “Right parcel.” 
At the beginning of the game, some edge parcels are occupied by initial 
conditions, and others are empty. 
Conditions 
We assume that Left plays our strategy starting from a sum of boards of 
types shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and that: 
(a) The number of initially empty parcels is even. 
(b) The value of the game corresponding to the sum of all of the 
blockbusting streets is an integer B.’ 
Then we claim that the value of the endgame E, which Left reaches after 
following our strategy, satisfies the bound of 
1 These conditions are not independent; a careful review of Fig. 2 reveals that (b) implies 
(a). It also reveals that the requirement that B be an integer is equivalent to the requirement 
that B be a number. 
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i 
B/4 
+ (# redundancies)/4 
E>, c 
i 
+ (# Left parcels - # Right parcels) x 8 
+ ( # north-south parcels - # east-west parcels) x g 
+ c/4 
where C = # unparceled columns on EW boards - # parceled columns on 
EW boards. 
Comment on C. Notice that the bound yields values which are indepen- 
dent of trivial changes in definition. For example, if we complete the 
column along the western edge of Fig. 9a, 9b, or 912, and fill the top two 
rows of this new column with an initial Left domino, then the # Left par- 
cels and the # EW parcels both increase by one and C decreases by one, 
so the net effect is 
In fact, were it not for the squares of Figs. 7a and 7c which correspond to 
the dotted optional squares in Figs. 6a and 6c, we could always contrive an 
assignment of parcels and edge conditions to make C = 0. 
Plan of Proof Our method of proof combines appropriately selected 
strings of adjacent parcels into “regions,” and then shows that the theorem 
is true in every region. Since all quantities can be summed over the regions, 
the bound is then proved. 
Proof of Lemma 1 for Vertical Boards 
To each parcel which contains a single Right domino, we assign a jagged 
edge and three shielded edges, as shown in Fig. 10. Two of the three 
shielded edges border the Right domino and all three shielded edges lie on 
the same horizontal line. 
Any parcel containing two Right dominoes is completely shielded across 
both its top and bottom edges. Whenever such a jagged edge adjoins an 
unshielded region, the two parcels are joined into a single region. No other 
parcels are joined. Thus, if a region contains a Right parcel whose jagged 
edge is at its bottom, this Right parcel must lie at the top of the region; if a 
FIG. 10. Right parcels received jagged edges and shielded edges. 
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region contains a Right parcel whose jagged edge is at its top, this Right 
parcel must be at the bottom of the region. 
Figure 11 shows a complete catalog of all possible regions. The values of 
the domineering games which appear in positions g, h, and i are deter- 
mined from Table V. The validity of Lemma 1 for the vertical boards then 
follows from Table IX, where we have substituted: 
# east-west parcels = 0 
and 
# north-south parcels = # Left parcels + # Right parcels 
and 
m 
a) redundant Right parcel 
R 
b) redundant Right parcel 
El 
c) Right parcel, unjoined 
because the parcel beneath 
it is shielded 
EEI 
d) Two Right parcels jagging 
into each other along the 
same edge 
e) Two Right parcels jagging 
into each other along 
different edges 
c=o 
EEI 
f) Long Left parcel 
g) Right adjoins Left 
h) Two Rights adjoin Left on opposite sides 
i) Two Rights adjoin Left on same side 
FIG. 11. .A catalog of all possible regions of vertical parcels. 
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TABLE IX 
Balance Sheet Itemizing Profits and Losses by Region 
Region type a b c d e fghi 
a Blockbusting score 0 0 -$ -a -f 0 0 0 0 
i Redundant plays 
by Right ‘lo 
4 4 
0 00000 
2 Left parcels 000 0 02 222 
- f Right parcels - 
1 1 1 2 2 2 
._ -- -_ -- -- 
444 4 4 
0 -; -4 -; 
Lower bound on E 
asserted by Lemma 1 
Actual value of region 
in Fig. 11 0 1 -; 310 2 -; 2 1: 1; 1: 
This yields an equivalent assertion for vertical boards with no empty par- 
cels, namely, 
E> 
1 
B/4 
+ ( # redundancies)/4 
+ 2 x (Left parcels) 
- (# Right parcels)/4 
Proof for Horizontal Boards 
Our method of partitioning horizontal boards into regions ignores all 
Right dominoes, and splits at each Left domino. An example is shown in 
Fig. 12. 
The square below any Left domino is duplicated, and assigned to both of 
the elementary regions of which that Left domino becomes a boundary. 
As shown in Fig. 12, elementary regions contain an odd number of 
columns, and extra squares at both ends of the bottom row. (The excep- 
tional and degenerate case of an “edge” region will be considered sub- 
sequently.) 
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FIG. 12a. A horizontal endgame in which Right’s dominoes are not shown. 
FIG. 12b. Figure 12a partitioned into elementary regions. 
We may partition the squares in an elementary region into six letters, as 
shown in Fig. 13. 
This region contains n A’s, n B’s, and (n + l)C’s, for a total of 3n + 1 
capital letters altogether. Each column lettered ABf is a parcel, which must 
be occupied by Right. Hence, the number of unoccupied capital letters is 
equal to 
2n + 1 - # redundant Right plays. 
(If there is a redundant Right domino lying on the duplicated “7’ square at 
the edge of a region, we count this redundancy only in the region contain- 
ing its “C.“) 
We now bound the value of the region via Fig. 14. The crux of this figure 
is the assertion of the existence of Left moves as shown. As there are n + 1 
locations of type “Ce,” at least one must be unoccupied if there are no 
redundancies. Even if Right has placed n + 1 dominoes, parity requires at 
least one unoccupied e, and two Right dominoes (at C and d) are required 
to block Left from moving into any unoccupied e. Figure 14 may be sum- 
marized as follows: 
# of Redundancies Lower bound on value of the elementary region 
0 -24 -2nl-(2n-l)=(-2n)+($ 
1 -2n(-(2n-I)=(-2n)+(j) 
2 (-2n)+l 
r>2 (-2n)+(n- 1) 
FIG. 13. Lettering of a normal elementary region. 
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0 redundancies. 
Zn+l capital 
letters amtable 
2n capital 
letters available 1 redundancy 
2n capital 
letters avallable 
Left 
PJaYs 
onto 
e 
Right 
anywhere 
FIG. 14a. Game tree for a normal elementary EW region. 
FIG. 14b. Lower bounds on values of positions in Fig. 14a 
We therefore conclude that the value of an elementary region is at least 
( - 2n) + a + $ ( # redundancies), 
where n is the number of Right parcels. 
In addition to the elementary regions occupied by Right, we may also 
have regions corresponding to blockbusting points, as shown in Fig. 15. 
Evidently the value of such a region is 
1 1 (# redundancies) 1 B -=-+ 
2 2 2 =z+z+ 
(# redundancies) 
2 
FIG. 15. The region of a blockbusting point. 
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where the local values of blockbusting points (B) and # redundancies (r) 
are 
B= 1, 
r = 0. 
Finally, as shown in Fig. 16, there may be edged regions of even parity. 
In such a region, we assert only that Right’s score is bounded by the num- 
ber of vacant capital letters, namely, 
E> -2n+r. 
Conclusion of Lemma 1 Proof for EW Boards 
We have partitioned the EW board into elementary regions separated by 
Left dominoes. Within the ith such region, let 
nj = # right parcels, 
ri = # redundancies, 
B, = # blockbusting points, 
and let n, r, and B be the respective sums of these quantities over all 
relevant i. Then there are at most three types of regions with the following 
properties: 
Type of # Consecutive columns 
elementary region unoccupied by Left 
Bound on endgame 
value of region 
Normal region 
Blockbusting- 
point region 
Even region 
at edge of board 
2n, + 1 (ni > 0) 
1 
2ni 
r&l f  l/4 - 2n, 
B,/4 + rJ2 + l/4 
(where B, = 1) 
r, - 2n, 
Summing the endgame bounds yields 
E 2 B/4 + r/4 + ( # odd regions)/4 - 2n. 
FIG. 16. An even region at edge of board. 
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Finally, we observe that 
# odd regions = # Left parcels + C. 
EW boards have 
# NS parcels = 0, 
# EW parcels = # Left parcels + # Right parcels. 
Upon making these substitutions, we find that the proof of Lemma 1 for 
sums of EW regions is completed. 
LEMMA 2. Left, going second on a sum of regions satisfying the con- 
ditions preceding Lemma 1, by following our strategy can assure an endgame 
value of at least 
B/4 
+ ( # redundancies)/4 
Eb 
i 
+ ( # initial Left parcels - # initial Right parcels) x % 
+ ( # north-south parcels - # east-west parcels) x 4 
+ c/4. 
Proof Let A, = ( # initial Left parcels - # initial Right parcels) and 
let A, = ( # Left parcels - # Right parcels) after there have been k plays, 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . n, where n is the number of plays that have occurred when 
the endgame position E is reached. Then 
k _ I + 1 if k is even, because Left always takes empty parcel, 
1 if k is odd and Right’s move is not redundant, 
if k is odd and Right’s move is redundant. 
If there are no redundancies, then n is even and 
A, =An--2 - ..’ =A,,, while A,~,=A,_3=...=Al=Ao-1 
If Right has made a redundant move, then for somej, 
Aj=Aj-, &A, 
and for all k>.j, 
A, 2 A,. 
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In either case, 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a sum of domineering regions of the types shown in 
Figs. 6 and 7, such that the sum of the corresponding blockbusting game is an 
integer B. Then G is a number, namely, 
! 
B/4 + ( # initial Left parcels - # initial Right parcels) x p 
G= + ( # north-south parcels - # east-west parcels) x 8 
1 + c/4. 
Proof: Apply Lemma 2 to obtain a lower bound on G when Left goes 
second. Then rotate the boards by 90 degrees, swap Left and Right, chang- 
ing signs, and reapply Lemma 2 to obtain an identical upper bound. 
For example, consider the game shown in Fig. 17, which is the sum of 
1 e) 
FIG. 17. A sum of domineering boards with blockbusting corresponding to Fig. 4 
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five domineering boards that happen to correspond to the blockbusting 
positions shown in Fig. 4. According to Table IV, the sum of these 
blockbusting values is a number, namely, 2. We may therefore apply 
Lemma 3 as follows: 
Fig 17a Fig. 17b Fig. 17c Fig. 17d Fig. 17e 
# Initial Left 
parcels x $ 0 0 0 A? 8 
- # Initial Right 
parcels x t -% -+j 0 0 9 8
# NS parcels x f 0 0 0 9 P 
- # EW parcels x % -g -y -p 0 0 
Cl4 0 0 +a 0 0 
Totals -7 -8 -$2 +y +2’ 8 
Therefore, Lemma 2 applied directly to Fig. 17 yields 
CaB/4+(-37-60-3+67+21)8=2/4-42/8 
z-4;. 
Let us denote the 90” rotation of Fig. 17a by -Fig. 17a, etc. Then we have: 
-Fig. 17a -Fig. 17b -Fig. 17c -Fig. 17d -Fig. 17e 
+ # Initial Left 
parcels x % 8’ v 0 0 t 
- # Initial Right 
parcels x 4 0 0 -t -‘88 -; 
# NS parcels x i % F Y 0 0 
- # EW parcels x i 0 0 0 -y -9 
Cl4 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals I? 9 a -9 -+I 
Summing gives 
from which we conclude that G = -4 f. 
LEMMA 4. The value of any single domineering region of any of the types 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 may be expressed (exactly) as a sum of a number and 
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appropriate integer multiples of the values of the particular domineering 
“basis” regions shown in Fig. 18: 
Proof: Let G be the problematical domineering region. By Lemma 3, it 
is sufficient to find a combination of “basis” games which, when added to 
G, yields a corresponding sum of blockbusting games whose value is an 
integer. But from Table II, it is easily seen that any blockbusting value can 
be expressed as a sum of an integer and integer multiples of the following 
basis games: 
RlR = *, 
L3R=r+j,“;, 
LlL=*+jl‘l*. 
1 
Since the three domineering games shown in Fig. 18 correspond to these 
blockbusting games, they must be a basis of all domineering regions of the 
types shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. A close look at Lemma 3 may 
lead one to conjecture the domineering values tabulated in Appendix A. 
THEOREM 1. The values of the 3 x n domineering position tabulated in 
Appendix A are correct and precise, i.e., no “ish.” 
Proof: From the structure of the tabulated values, it is sufficient to 
check the tabulated values for the three particular positions shown in 
Fig. 18. The details are left as an exercise for the reader. 
FIG. 18. Basis positions for Figs. 6 and 7. 
EXAMPLE. Let us 
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use the appendix to recalculate the value of Fig. 17: 
Fig. 17a = - 4 i + 19” * + I”” j,T’ i 
Fig. 17b= -7 + +/j 4 
Fig. 17c= -4i+j* +/j 1 i 
Fig. 17d= +S$+[* -jji 
Fig. 17e= +2s+j* -fJt 
Total = - 5 $ + 0 + jjly:* 2 
z-4; 
THEOREM 2. The values of the 2 x n domineering positions tabulated in 
Appendix A are also correct and precise. 
Comment on proof of Theorem 2. The derivation and proof of 
Theorem 2 are directly analogous to Theorem 1, except that one examines 
the easier 2 x n boards instead of 3 x n boards. 
The Types of Positions Which Fail 
by TinJr-ish Amounts Due to Unorthodox Moves 
The reader may notice conspicuous gaps in Figs. 6 and 7, relating to 
Figs. 8e and 9e. Appendix B provides formulas which give the values of 
these positions (and the corresponding 2 x n cases) to within infinitesimals. 
The infinitesimals have known signs, and values that appear to be smaller 
than + , (called “tiny 1”) yet larger than + 2 ,,2 (called “tiny 2 l/2”). 
In Figs. 8 and 9 we showed how parcels can be defined for Left. We now 
call any Left move that is consistent with such parcelling an “orthodox” 
move; any other Left move will be called “unorthodox.” Similarly, 
orthodox and unorthodox Right moves may be defined accordingly as they 
would be orthodox or unorthodox Left moves on a right angle rotation of 
the board. For Figs. 8a, b, c, d, and 9a, b, c, d, our proof of Theorem 1 
exhibited a worthwhile Left strategy consisting entirely of orthodox moves. 
On boards of these types, Right obviously also has a worthwhile orthodox 
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strategy. The same cannot be said for the boards of types 8e and 9e, nor for 
their right angle rotations, nor for the corresponding 2 x n boards. We call 
all such boards “not nice.” 
The first problem with “not nice” boards is that one player (which is 
Right, in both of these figures with the orientation as shown) has trouble 
partitioning a large board of the type shown into parcels. The same parcel- 
ing which suggests locally good moves at one edge of the board suggests 
poor moves at the other edge of the board, and vice versa. Hence for 
boards of the types shown in Figs. 8e and 9e, there is a preferred player. 
With the orientations as shown, the preferred player is Left; with the 
boards rotated by a right angle, the preferred player is Right. 
The preferred player may, if he so chooses, adopt the orthodox strategy 
indicated by the parceling shown in Figs. 8e and 9e. Using arguments iden- 
tical to those which appear in the proofs of the lemmas above, it is then 
easily shown that this strategy leads to a bound on the value of the game, 
and that the bound is in the direction of the preferred player. 
The unpreferred player has trouble partitioning any “not nice” board 
into parcels. Nevertheless, for most “not nice” boards, this problem 
vanishes immediately after any move by the preferred player. The move by 
the preferred player splits the board into two pieces (which may be com- 
pletely disconnected or perhaps still “loosely” connected, in some 
appropriate sense), and the unpreferred player then has an easy time par- 
celing each piece by working inward from the edge of the original board 
toward the move by the preferred player. In fact, on most (and possibly all) 
types of not nice boards, the use of Theorems 1 or 2 facilitates a precise 
evaluation of the position which results after any move by the preferred 
player. Closer examination of the details reveals that there is generally a 
best orthodox move, and a best unorthodox move. These two options are 
incomparable with each other, although the difference between the best 
orthodox move and the best unorthodox move is “almost” positive, being a 
Left incentive, which is necessarily greater than all negative numbers and 
even greater than the negative infinitesimal miny-one, - i. Thus: 
Except for a tiny-ish, amount, the best orthodox move is almost 
better than the best unorthodox move. 
To within tiny-ish errors, we may therefore assume that the preferred 
player makes only orthodox moves until the endgame. It is also easy to 
show that all of these tiny-ish errors favor the preferred player. 
EXAMPLE. From G= 
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Right’s dominant move is to 0 ( - 2. Left has an orthodox move to 2 IO and 
an unorthodox move to 0. The unorthodox move violates the “nice” par- 
tition of the board into parcels. A precise analysis of the game G reveals the 
orthodox move to be reversible through 0 to the empty set, whence 
G=210,OIIOj -2 
=OIIOI -2 
= + 2, known as tiny-two. 
However, as 
2)0> -, 
it is evident that the orthodox option is almost greater than the 
unorthodox option. Hence, to within a tiny-ish error that favors Left, we 
may consider only Left’s orthodox move: 
Ge210))Oj-2 
= 0. 
Exceptional 
Right parcel 
I  I  
: T  : 
:.....: 
; T  : 
FIG. 19. Calculation that may help to evaluate endgames from Figs. 8e and 9e 
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Although imprecise, this approach leads to tractible recursions, which 
are correct to within tiny-ish discrepancies. 
In this manner, we conjecture the values shown in Appendixes Bl, B2, and 
B3. 
Although the number under the heated and overheated signs in Appen- 
dixes Bl and B2 is nor x,, but w,, which follows the same recursion with a 
different starting condition, W, turns out to be equal to X, for all n > 1. 
Although the values shown in Appendixes Bl, B2, and B3 are presented as 
inequalities, I believe that the above arguments can be used to show that 
these same values are correct to within tiny-ishes. 
Preliminary attempts to obtain Appendix B4, along the lines of Appen- 
dix B2, have not yet succeeded. It is not yet known what part of the trouble 
is merely due to unusual initial conditions, and what part is due to the fact 
that a 2 x 1 domino only “loosely” splits a 3 x n board. 
Some further work in a direction that may help resolve the latter 
question is presented in Fig. 19, all of whose substrings simplify to sub- 
strings of Fig. 5. 
n: 
4 
APPENDIX A 
Zntl - 
2n + 3 
4 -3$ +jjG 
n $ +n. (-;+r*) +yRjl;;X” 
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n: 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
n 
b) 
-1; + j”* j,;;* 0 
918 
s i 
l/4* 
-22 + t 
114 
-3; + jj 2 
-4; + j9'8 * +jji 
-5: +JT l
-1; +n. (--;+r*) +y*j,;;* Yn 
2n + 2 
c) 
2n + 3 
Fl: 
-2 + j"" j,;;* 0 
-29 
I/4* 
+ 4 
114 
-4; + j9'* * + jj; 
n -2 +n-( -;+j9Js*) +juJsj,;y* y, 
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n: 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
n 
n: 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
n 
-4 
-4; 
-5j 
-62 
-7+ 
-4 
4 
2n + 4 
+ j9’* Jl;44* 0 
+ 19’* + 19’* J,:k” 0 
+ j”” * +jSt 
r314 r1/2* 
4 + J J*,2 l
d 
+ J3/4 * + f3:4 /l/Z* 1* 
II2 
0 
+I1 
-4 + j"' * +Jjlt 
-4 + 
ii 
1; 
f -n.(f+r*) +J”‘j,:l’*.Xn 
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n. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
n 
n: 
0 
n 
2n + 3 
f) 
2n+l - 
-14 + j’” * + JT ; 
-1; +ffl 
C 2n + 2 
9) 
2n - 
-1 + f3’4 il’::’ 0 
-1: + f3’l * + j3f4 I,::‘* + 
-1: + a ff 
-1; + I”’ * + JT g 
-2 +ffl 
-1 +n-( -$+j3’4*) +j3’4/ly22*yn 
582ai49/1-R 
112 
n. 
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2n + 4 
h) t ’ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ’ 1 
2n - 
OR 
0 -2 +JJo 
1 -2; + J’j4 * +JJo 
2 -2: +JJo 
3 -2: + J314 * + J3’4 J,;;* 4 
4 -3 
314 I/2+ + J J 1 l/2 
n -2 +n*( -a+r*) +rJly22*Z, 
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1. 
where 
so 
APPENDJX B 
O=G,=O 
_+f=G,=d 
+2=G,>$ 
+l+ +*+ +z=G3># 
G4>$ 
+ j314 * 
+ * I 
3/4 s I l/2+ - 0 I/2 
314 l/2* 
-I I f  112 
- 11 1 
- I 14 
- j.l 1; 
G,g n. a+ 3’4* 
( j ) 
314 l/2. 
-I I w, (tight-ish) I/2 
wg =o, W n+l=blI.Yn+l) 
Wl =+, W” =x, for n>l 
582a/49/1-8’ 
114 
2. 
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where 
SO 
G,= 2n 
I 
Y/8 
-i s 
l/4* 
O=G,,=O 0 
114 
21 -4=G, 4 + [9’8 * _ s9’8 y4* 4 
l/4 
l+G,=l=j - I I 1 
G,,> n.(j+r*) -j,.jIy:*~n (tight-ish) 
wg =o, W ntl =bdYn+l~ 
WI=;, w, =x, for n>l 
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3. 
-2+ +,1,2=Gz>-2 
G,3-2+ 
4. 
2n + 5 
G, = 
-3=Go= -3 
-31-5=G,>-3;+j.9’8*=_2$,-5 
-5=G2 
? 
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